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Information Extraction

● Entities and their relations are valuable information!



Named Entity Recognition (NER)



Relation Extraction (RE)

Entity 1 Relation Entity 2

United PartOf UAL Corp.

Tim Wagner OrgAff American Airlines

... ... ...



Relation Extraction
● Relation extraction is a major task in the field of information extraction
● Task definition 1: Given a sentence with two annotated entities, classify 

their relation (or no relation)
● Task definition 2: Given a sentence, detect entities and all the relations 

between them
○ NER is required first
○ Entities can be pronouns, requiring coreference resolution
○ Relations can be pre-defined or discovered



Overview
1. End-to-End Relation Extraction using LSTMs on Sequences and 

Tree Structures [Miwa and Bansal, ACL’16]

Annotated Entities  ⟶ End-to-end learned with relations 

2. Matching the Blanks: Distributional Similarity for Relation Learning 
[Soares et al., ACL’19]

Predefined Relations ⟶ Pre-trained without annotations



Paper 1: [Miwa and Bansal, ACL’16]



Motivation
1. Traditional systems do two separate tasks: named entity recognition (NER) 

and RE based on it.
○ Problem: relations and entity information interact!
○ Example: “Toefting transferred to Bolton”: “transferred” to is a relational cue for the entity 

information that “Toefting” and “Bolton” are Person and Organization.
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Motivation
1. Traditional systems do two separate tasks: named entity recognition (NER) 

and RE based on it.
○ Problem: relations and entity information interact!
○ Example: “Toefting transferred to Bolton”: “transferred” to is a relational cue for the entity 

information that “Toefting” and “Bolton” are Person and Organization.

2. Previous RNN-based models focus on either word sequence or tree 
structure.

○ Problem: these two linguistic structures are complementary.

“We present a novel end-to-end model to extract relations between entities on both 
word sequence and dependency tree structures.”



Model overview
Three components:

1. Embedding layer
2. Sequence layer
3. Dependency layer



1. Embedding layer

Embedding type Dim. Label example

Word v(w) 200 Yates

Part-of-speech v(p) 25 NNP

Dependency type v(d) 25 nsubjpass

Entity label v(e) 25 L-PER



2. Sequence layer
● Encoding: Bi-LSTM
●  



2. Sequence layer
● Encoding: Bi-LSTM
● Decoding: entity detection as sequence labeling. 

Assign an entity tag to each word using Begin, 
Inside, Last, Outside, Unit (BILOU) scheme

○ Joe works for New York Times in New York.
○ BILOU: Joe(U-PER) works(O) for(O) New(B-ORG) York(I-ORG) 

Times(L-ORG) in(O) New(B-LOC) York(L-LOC).
○ BIO: Joe(B-PER) works(O) for(O) New(B-ORG) York(I-ORG) 

Times(I-ORG) in(O) New(B-LOC) York(I-LOC).



2. Sequence layer
● Encoding: Bi-LSTM
● Decoding: entity detection as sequence labeling. 

Assign an entity tag to each word using Begin, 
Inside, Last, Outside, Unit (BILOU) scheme

○ Greedy left-to-right decoding conditioned on previous 
prediction



3. Dependency layer: what’s dependency?
● A dependency parser analyzes the grammatical structure of a sentence, 

establishing relationships between "head" words and words which modify 
those heads. 

● The figure below shows a dependency parse of a short sentence. The arrow from 
the word moving to the word faster indicates that faster modifies moving, and the 
label advmod assigned to the arrow describes the exact nature of the dependency.



3. Dependency layer
● Input:

○ Hidden state vector in the sequence layer
○ Dependency type embedding
○ Entity type embedding

● Example: Yates on the right
○ Dependency label = “nsubjpass”
○ Entity type = “L-PER”



3. Dependency layer
● Input:
● Incrementally build relation candidates using 

all possible combinations of the last words 
of detected entities, i.e., words with L or U 
labels in the BILOU scheme, during decoding.

● For each pair of relation candidates, 
consider their shortest path in the 
dependency tree, i.e. subtree from the lowest 
common ancestor (LCA)



3. Dependency layer
● Encoding: bi-directional tree-structure LSTM

○ Parent to children, and children to parent
○ C(t): children of t (variable #, different type)
○ m(l): type of l (in shortest path or not)



3. Dependency layer
● Encoding: bi-directional tree-structure LSTM
● Relational classification:

● No relation is also an label



Training
● End-to-end training: dependency layer uses hidden state vector in the 

sequence layer & entity type embedding
● One problem in training: entity prediction is unreliable in the early stage, 

which makes learning relations impossible
○ Trick 1: scheduled sampling. Use gold entity labels with a decaying probability
○ Trick 2: entity pre-training. Pre-train entity detection before end-to-end training



Datasets: Automatic Content Extraction (ACE05,04)
● Recognition of entities, values, temporal expressions, relations, and events.
● ORG-AFF example: “...details about perks Welch[PER] received as part of his 

retirement package from GE[ORG]...”



Datasets: SemEval-2010 Task 8
● 9 relation types + Other (negative relation); See below
● 8,000 training and 2,717 test sentences, each sentence annotated with a relation 

between two given nomials
○ Only annotate relation-related nominals, so can evaluate relation classification part along



Metrics
● The primary micro F1-score, precision and recall on both entity and relation 

extraction
○ Precision: #(true positive) / #(positive)
○ Recall: #(true positive) / #(true)
○ F1: harmonic mean of precision & recall

● Classification can be tricky
✅ entity correct when its type and the region of its head are correct
✅ relation correct when its type and argument entities are correct
❌ treat all non-negative relations on wrong entities as false positives



Results: ACE05 and ACE04
● On ACE05 and ACE04, what does it mean that P is lower, R is higher?
● [Li and Ji, ACL 2014]: “Compared to human annotators, the bottleneck of 

automatic approaches is the low recall of relation extraction.”



Results: SemEval-2010 Task 8
● Performances are similar



Ablation study
● Entity pre-training is the most important
● Two-stage training (-Shared) does not harm performance much



Ablation study (cont.)
● -Pair: remove entity-related information from the sequence layer
● Need sequence layer or its information



Tree structure & LSTM study
● Tree structures:

○ SPTree: shortest path (3->1->4->6)
○ SubTree: subtree from LCA (1...6)
○ FullTree: full dependency tree (0...9)
○ -SP: for SubTree and FullTree, do not distinguish nodes 

in SPTree (i.e. one node type instead of two)

● Tree LSTM variants on SPTree:
○ SPSeq: bidirectional LSTMs on the shortest path, with 

input from the sequence layer concatenated with 
embeddings for the surrounding dependency types and 
directions. (3<->1<->4<->6)

○ SPXu: two LSTMs for the left and right subpaths of the 
shortest path (3->1 and 6->4->1)



Tree structure & LSTM study
● “...for end-to-end relation extraction, selecting the appropriate tree structure 

representation of the input (i.e., the shortest path) is more important than the 
choice of the LSTM-RNN structure on that input (i.e., sequential versus tree-based).”



Discussion
● Message: end-to-end entity+relation extraction, sequence+tree structure.
● Limits?



Discussion
● Questions: 

○ Why is it a good idea to train entity detection and relation classification jointly 
(instead of training each component separately)? 

○ Why is it a good idea to leverage *both* sequence structure and tree structure 
in modeling?

● Comments? 
○ Is end-to-end training important? 
○ Still rely on entity+relation supervision annotation
○ Computational cost of dependency layer?





Paper 2: [Soares et al., ACL’19]



Inspiration: Extension of Distributional Hypothesis
Harris’ Distributional Hypothesis: Words that occurred in the same contexts 
tend to be similar.

Extension of Harris’ Distributional Hypothesis: Relation statements that share 
the same two entities tend to express similar relations.



Main Goal: Learning Relation Representations
Given: a relation statement (a triple                              )

● A sequence of tokens                             , , where
● Entity mentions (spans):                       ,

Goal: a function                        , which maps a relation statement to a vector



Main Goal: Learning Relation Representations
Given: a relation statement (a triple                              )

● A sequence of tokens                             , , where
● Entity mentions (spans):                       ,

Goal: a function                        , which maps a relation statement to a vector

Once having the representations, we can

● Build a relation classifier on the top of relation representations
● Define similarity between relations by taking inner product of representations 



Relation Classification and Extraction Tasks
Two types of relation extraction tasks:

● Supervised relation extraction (SemEval2010 Task8, KBP-37, TACRED)
○ Train a classification model on the training set

○ Directly use the trained classifier to predict relation



Relation Classification and Extraction Tasks
Two types of relation extraction tasks:

● Supervised relation extraction (SemEval2010 Task8, KBP-37, TACRED)
○ Train a classification model on the training set

○ Directly use the trained classifier to predict relation

● Few-shot relation matching (FewRel)
○ Relations on testing set do not appear on the training set

○ A few example statements for each relation are provided

○ During inference: pick “the most similar” provided statement to an input statement



Supervised Relation Extraction
Dataset Input Example Output Example

SemEval2010 Task8 People have been moving back into 
downtown.

Entity-Destination

KBP-37 The University of Central Arkansas is 
Arkansas's premiere dramatic school.

stateorprovince_of_he
adquarters

TACRED He received an undergraduate degree from 
Morgan State University in 1950 and applied 
for admission to graduate school at the 
University of Maryland.

no_relation



Few-shot Relation Matching (FewRel)
Training: Use training data to train a similarity function

Testing: Few-shot relation classification

● Focus on relations that do not appear during training
● A few examples for each relation are provided
● “N Way M Shot”: N relations, M examples for each relation



Few-shot Relation Matching (FewRel)
Training: Use training data to train a similarity function

Testing: Few-shot relation classification

● Focus on relations that do not appear during training
● A few examples for each relation are provided
● “N Way M Shot”: N relations, M examples for each relation



Contributions
● Investigate different architectures for the relation encoder

○ Try different architectures built on top of BERT

○ Train and evaluate on relation extraction benchmarks

● Show that       can be pre-trained from entity linked text of Wikipedia
○ Create training data from Wikipedia and train a relation encoder

○ Achieve the state of the art on FewRel, SemEval2010 Task8, KBP-37, and TACRED



Given a sentence with annotated entities, how to use BERT to 
output a vector representation?

● How to feed a relation statement into BERT?
● How to get a representation vector based on the outputs 

of BERT? 

1. Relation Representations
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1. Relation Representations (architecture)
How to get representations on top of BERT given a relation statement?

● Output Representation
○ [CLS] token
○ Entity mention pooling
○ Entity start state



Supervised Classification Few-Shot Classification



1. Relation Representations: Results



1. Relation Representations: Results

The model using “entity markers” input format and 
“entity start” output representation achieves the 

best scores on all datasets!

They use this setting for the remainder of the paper.



2. Pre-train Relation Representation Encoder
Hypothesis:                             and                              encode the same relation if 
s1 and s1’  refer to the same entity, s2 and s2’ refer to the same entity.

Key Idea: If two relation statements, r and r’, encode the same relation, the 
inner product                       should be high.



2. Pre-train Relation Representation Encoder
Hypothesis:                             and                              encode the same relation if 
s1 and s1’  refer to the same entity, s2 and s2’ refer to the same entity.

Key Idea: If two relation statements, r and r’, encode the same relation, the 
inner product                       should be high.

Pre-training:

● Get relation statements pairs (pos and neg) from entity linked text
● Train a relation representation encoder on those pairs



Pre-training Setup
Let                                                  be a corpus of relation statements that have 
been linked to two entities            and            , and                          . 

Define a binary classifier:

Training loss: 



Pre-training Setup
Let                                                  be a corpus of relation statements that have 
been linked to two entities            and            , and                          . 

Define a binary classifier:

Training loss: 

In practice, it is not possible to consider every 
negative pairs!



Strong Negative Pairs
Sample a set of negatives:

● Randomly sample from the set of all relation statement pairs
● Randomly sample from the set of relation statements that share just a 

single entity (strong negative pairs)



Introducing Blanks
Entity linking system can perfectly minimize the loss, i.e., if the entities are the 
same, then predict as a positive sample.



Introducing Blanks
Entity linking system can perfectly minimize the loss, i.e., if the entities are the 
same, then predict as a positive sample.

However, entity linking system does not learn meaningful relation 
representations!

Solution (introducing blanks): replace entity mentions by [BLANK] symbol with 
probability α (α=0.7).



Pre-Training Data Collections
Corpus: English Wikipedia

Entity Linking System: Google Cloud Natural Language API

Positive pairs: All pairs of relation statements that contain the same entity pairs

Negative pairs: Randomly samples from the set of all pairs + randomly samples 
from the set of pairs that share just a single entity.

# relation statement pairs: 600 million, 50% pos and 50% neg



Evaluation: Few-shot Relation Matching (FewRel)
1. BERT and BERT+MTB outperforms 

SOTA without seeing training data
2. BERT+MTB largely outperforms 

BERT in the unsupervised setting 
(0 train sample)
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Evaluation: Few-shot Relation Matching (FewRel)
1. BERT and BERT+MTB outperforms 

SOTA without seeing training data
2. BERT+MTB largely outperforms 

BERT in the unsupervised setting (0 
train sample)

3. BERT+MTB needs only 6% of data 
to match BERT trained on all data 
(MTB helps reduce annotation 
effort)

4. BERT+MTB outperforms the 
human upper bound on FewRel



Evaluation: Supervised Relation Extraction
1. BERT+MTB outperforms previous SOTA approaches on three datasets



Evaluation: Supervised Relation Extraction
1. BERT+MTB outperforms previous SOTA approaches on three datasets

2. In low-resource cases, MTB training is even more effective, i.e., there is a 
larger gap between BERT and BERT+MTB.



Discussion
Take-away message: external corpus (e.g., Wikipedia) can serve as an extra 
training set to pre-train the model. The pre-trained model can work well in 
low-resource cases.

Question: Do you think the pre-training method is a strong pre-training 
method or not? Any limitation?



Discussion
Take-away message: external corpus (e.g., Wikipedia) can serve as an extra 
training set to pre-train the model. The pre-trained model can work well in 
low-resource cases.

Limitations / Future Directions:

● Stronger training signals? (instead of only 0/1 classification)
○ From Wikidata, we can get a lot of (e1, r, e2) triples. ⇒ We can actually know the relation 

types given a pair of entities!

● ... 


